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Title word cross-reference

1 [FOP06b, WDSW01].

2.0 [Fag02].

3.1 [Skr01].

8 [She02].

Abstract [SH08a]. Abstraction [SH08a]. ACM [CF01]. active [SSC01]. Ada [Fag02]. Ada/Mindstorms [Fag02]. adaptability [SFS01]. adaptive [Fis01]. Addressing [Nut06]. agent [Imb04]. aide [LB05]. Alfa [WDSW01]. Alfa-1 [WDSW01]. algorithm [Hog02, MKKN05]. Algorithmic [Arm09, Gin02]. algorithms [BA01, CH05, KPT06]. Analysis [Arm09, FM02]. Animation [Hol03, KPT06]. Animations [BGA+01]. Answering [TM09]. answers [Kum05]. Approach [YKMB08, Imb04, TPQE05]. architecture [BR01a, Hog02, MAWW01, MS01, YPPA01, Yur02]. architectures [Skr01]. area [KR05]. artificial [Kum04a]. arts [TM07]. ASM [GPWD03]. assessed [MKKN05]. Assessment [JS09, BS05, BH05, DLO05, HGST05, JGB05]. assignments [BH05]. Assist [BGA+01]. Assisted [JMRE02]. assurance [Bha06, FOP06a, FOP06b, GPB+06]. Automated [HGST05, BH05, Kum05]. Automatic [DLO05]. automatically [MKKN05].
balancing [BC05]. Based [JMRE02, ARFILN+01, BKMY03, BKMY04, DLO05, SSGS01, WJ04, MAWW+01, SFS01]

Basic [Con02a], basics [BMS02, BH05].

beginning [BMS02, GH05], behaviors [GDB05], binary [Gin02], black [McK05].

board [Imb04], boss [JGB05], boxes [McK05].

CAN [KR05]. Case [SH08a, CR05, Hen07, Kum05]. CDM [Sut05]. Central [ZS08], ciphers [GPG06].
circuit [Bur02], ClassCompass [CM07].
classes [Skr01], classroom [CR05].
classrooms [GDB05], climates [GDB05].
closed [SSN05], Cognitive [GKH07].
collaboration [BSWH05], common [LK06].
Communication [GDB05]. Compiler [Gri02], component [ARFILN+01].

Computer [BGA+01, DW08, GS08, GWHK05, JMRE02, SH08a, TM07, TDNL08, ZS08, BR01a, CHC03, FOP06a, FOP06b, GDB05, Har06, Hog02, Hol03, KQ04, MS01, NL03, RH06, Shu06, SPS04, Skr01, Sut05, TPQE05, WP06, WHM05, YYPA01, Yur02, FM02, Osb01].

Computer-Assisted [JMRE02].

computers [Nut06]. Computing [YKM08, BC05, CGG+05, CF01].

Concepts [ZS08, DWJD04, Hol03, MS01].

Conference [MT08a], Constructing [GH05]. contest [VA04]. Context [TDLG08, BS06, GKH07, TM07, YG08].

contracts [GH05], controller [KR05].

cooperative [HKS01]. Course [Fis01, Gri02, BSWH05, Har06, Kum04a, Nut06, SSKT08], courses [Bha06]. CPU [Skr01]. Creating [LB05, GDB05].

cryptanalysis [GPG06]. Cryptography [HC02]. CS [Arma09], CS1 [SH08b, SNS05].

CS2 [YG08], curricula [The01].

curriculum [Con07, FOP06a, FOP06b, GPB+06, McK05].

Data [SH08a, YG08], database [Hen07].
defensive [GDB05]. Definition [SH08a].
degree [Con07]. Design [GS08, Bur02, CM07, Hen07, CR05].

Designing [Roy06], detection [WJ04].
detector [DWJD04]. Development [GS08, CR05, SKT08], diagramming [TPQE05]. Diagrams [JS09], different [MKKN05]. digital [MCSF06]. disaster [LK06], disasters [LK06]. discrete [CH05, GH05, HR05, Sut05]. Dispelling [LK06]. distance [MAWW+01].
distributed [BA01, BR01b, HKS01, KPT06, SSS01], driven [TG06], during [SKT08].

E-Assessment [JS09], e-learning [TG06].
early [TPQE05], Editor [He01].
Editorial [CF01, FOP06a, FOP06b, HR05, Yur01], editors [MT07a].

Education [DW08, SH08a, ZS08, ARFILN+01, BC05, FM02, KQ04, Kum04b, Kum04c, MAWW+01, SPS04, TPQE05, VA04].
educational [KPT06, SFS01, SSGS01, WDSW01].
educators [RH06]. Effective [Glu02].
effectiveness [GKH07], effects [FM02].

elementary [SKT08], embedded [RMB02].

Empirical [ZS08], emulator [She02].
experienced [Han08], engine [CHC03].

Engineering [Gri02, BSWH05, CR05, KQ04, VA04], enhancing [GKH07]. environment [BKMY03, BKMY04, KPT06, Lei01, SSS01].
environments [HKS01]. evaluating [Edw03]. evaluation [BS05].
Evidence [MT07b, TM08b], execution [BA01].
exercise [Fis01], exercises [Bha06, BS05, MKKN05]. experience [CR05, MCSF06].

Experiences [MKKN05, HGST05], experiential [VA04].
experiments [Bru06], explaining [Roy06].
extensible [KPT06].
feedback [Kum05]. female [WHM05]. field [KQ04]. First [SH08b, Nut06]. First-year [SH08b]. forensics [Har06]. Foundation [ZS08]. framework [BR01b, HMHGK01, SSN05]. fully [Kum05]. future [Yur02].

Game [GS08]. gaming [GKH07]. Ganzúa [GP06]. Gender [McK05, BC05, LB05]. gender-balancing [BC05]. Generation [Kum05]. GetSmart [MCSF06]. grade [Kum05]. graphical [Bur02], graphics [GWHK05]. Greetings [Hel01]. Grounding [TM08a]. Guest [Hel01]. guide [Fag02].

h [MAWW+01]. hands [Shu06]. hands-on [Shu06]. handy [Imb04]. HCI [YKMB08]. helps [WHM05]. High [Hog02, SH08a]. High-performance [Hog02]. hiring [CV08]. History [Hen07]. hold [Yur02]. hospital [GPB+06]. host [Shu06]. Hurricane [LK06]. hypermedia [Fis01].

Implementation [SH08a]. implications [GKH07]. impressions [SH08b]. improve [SM03]. Improving [Edw03]. Individualized [BS05]. industry [CV08]. influence [LB05]. information [Bha06, Bis06, CH03, FOP06a, FOP06b, GPB+06, HK501, Hen07]. Infrastructure [JMRE02]. Innovative [GPB+06]. instruction [Bru06, GWHK05, LB05]. Instructional [DW08]. intelligence [Kum04a]. intelligent [Imb04, SSC01]. interaction [SM03]. Interactive [BA01, SFS01]. interdisciplinary [KQ04]. interpreter [CS02]. introduce [MS01]. introducing [CF01]. Introduction [Con02a, HC02, Kum04b, Kum04c]. introductory [BR01a, FM02]. IRI [MAWW+01]. IRI-h [MAWW+01]. ISA [DZ02]. issue [BC05, BH05, FOP06b, HR05, Kum04b, Kum04c, Yur02, FOP06b].

Java [MAWW+01]. Java-based [MAWW+01]. JavaScript [BMS02]. JERIC [MT07a]. Journal [CF01, MT08a].

Katrina [LK06]. kernels [RMB02]. Key [BGA+01, CHC03]. knob [BR01a]. knowledge [BS05, HK501, TG06]. knowledge-driven [TG06]. KScalar [MRL02].

L3 [Lei01]. Labels [JS09]. Laboratories [DW08, SSN05]. Laboratory [Bha06, Bru06, BMS02, VA04]. language [DH01, DWJD04, GPW03, WJ04].

learned [Kum04a, LK06]. Learning [BGA+01, JMRE02, TM08a, TDLG08, Fis01, HK501, Lei01, MCSF06, SSC01, TG06].

Lego [GPW03]. LEGO(R) [Imb04].

Legosim [RMB02]. lessons [Kum04a, LK06]. level [SPS04]. liberal [TM07]. libraries [MCSF06].

library [CR05]. Linking [TM08b]. Linux [Shu06].

literature [Roy06]. Little [YYP01]. logic [Bur02, CH05]. Logisim [Bur02]. LYDIAN [KPT06].

machine [DH01]. majors [Sut05]. Making [MT08b, GH05]. Man [YYPA01].

management [HK501]. manual [Fag02].

MARIE [NL03]. MarieSim [NL03].

mathematics [CH05, GH05, HR05, Sut05]. may [Yur02]. means [GDB05]. mentoring [CM07].

metadata [Fis01]. microcluster [KR05]. mindstorm [GPW03].

minimalist [TPQE05]. minimUML [TPQE05]. model [ARFILN+01, Con07, GPB+06, TG06].

monoalphabetic [GPW03]. Mostly [Arm09]. Moving [MCSF06]. multimedia [HMHGK01, SSGS01]. multithreaded [CMS03].

myths [LK06].

Narrating [YG08]. natural [WJ04].

network [Bru06, KR05, RH06].
networking [Ho03]. networks [Imb04]. neural [Imb04]. novice [Han08].

OAMulator [MS01]. object [Fel05, SKT08]. object-oriented [Fel05, SKT08]. online [Bha06, CH05, JGB05]. open [Lei01].

Organization [TDLC08, Skr01]. oriented [Fel05, SKT08]. other [LK06]. own [Edw03].

Pair [WHM05, Han08, SH08b]. Pair-programming [WHM05]. Parallel [KR05]. parity [LB05]. Part [TM09].

Patterns [GS08]. PDP [She02]. PDP-8 [She02]. pedagogical [CMS03]. peer [SM03]. Mindstorms [Fag02].

performance [Edw03, Hog02, MAW+] [01]. personalize [TG06]. perspectives [Gin02].

PIPPIN [DH01]. PL [DWJD04]. PL-detective [DWJD04]. places [Hen07]. plagiarism [WJ04]. policies [MKKN05].

polyalphabetic [GPWD03]. portable [WP06]. Postroom [Osb01].

Practice [TM08a]. Preface [BH05]. present [Yur02]. Problem [JS09, Gin02].

Problems [Arm09, Han08, Kum05]. processing [DH01, KR05]. processor [WDSW01]. program [KQ04, SKT08, She02]. programmers [BMS02, GH05, Han08]. programming [BKMY03, BKMY04, BMS02, BS05, BH05, CMS03, Con02a, DWJD04, DLO05, Fel05, GPWD03, HGST05, McK05, SKT08, SH08b, WHM05]. programs [Edw03, Roy06].

Project [Gri02, CHC03, Har06]. projects [GPWD03]. promise [CGG+] [05]. proofs [CH05]. pseudocode [Roy06]. Pthreads [RMB02]. purposes [WDSW01]. puzzles [CH05]. Pyro [BKMY03, BKMY04].

python [BKMY04, BKMY03]. python-based [BKMY04, BKMY03].

quality [Fel05]. Quantitative [Arm09, FM02]. Question [TM09].

questions [TM08b]. QuizPACK [BS05].

rationale [CR05]. Real [MT08b]. YKMB08]. Realizing [CGG+] [05]. recovery [LK06].

Reducing [SH08a]. Reduction [Arm09].

Reductive [Arm09]. reference [Fag02].

reflections [BSWH05]. relational [Hen07]. relevant [GH05]. Requirements [Con02b].

resource [MS01]. Resources [CF01, FOP06b, SFS01, SSGS01, FOP06a]

resubmission [MKKN05]. retrieval [Hen07]. Reusability [SFS01]. review [DLO05, SM03]. road [RH06]. RoboCup [SPS04].

Robot [VA04, CS02]. robotics [BKMY03, BKMY04, KQ04, Kum04b, Kum04c]. robots [FM02, IMb04, Kum04a].

role [YG08]. RTLSim [YYP01].

Scholarship [TM08a]. School [SH08a]. Science [BGA+01, SH08a, ZS08, BR01a, CHC03, GDB05, GKH07, KQ04, SPS04, Sut05, TM07, TPQE05, WHM05, FM02].

search [CHC03]. Security [DW08, Bis06, Bru06, FOP06a, FOP06b, RH06, Shu06, WP06]. see [Yur02]. SEED [DW08]. self [BS05]. self-assessment [BS05]. Sentence [WJ04].

Sentence-based [WJ04]. sequencing [Fis01]. series [BMS02]. serious [GKH07]. sharing [SSGS01]. Significant [TM09]. Sim [Skr01]. simulated [WDSW01]. simulating [Skr01].

simulation [Bur02, MKKN05, RMB02].

simulations [DH01]. simulator [BR01a, Hog02, MRL02, NL03, YYP01].

simulators [Yur02]. Snoop [DZ02]. small [Nut06]. SMOK [DZ02]. Software [Con02b, Gri02, BSH05, CV08, CM07, HR05].

Solutions [Arm09, RH06]. solving [Gin02].

Some [BGA+01]. space [MCSF06]. Special [BC05, Yur02, BH05, HR05, Kum04b, Kum04c, FOP06b]. specialized [Yur02].

standardized [ARFILN+01]. state [SKT08]. sTeam [HKS01]. structures [YG08].

structuring [HKS01]. student [CV08, Edw03, GPWD03, MCF06, SKT08, SM03, SH08b]. students [Edw03, WHM05].
study [Hen07, Kum05, SKT08]. submission [JGB05]. Suite [DW08]. Support [TDLG08, BR01b, HR05]. supportive [GDB05]. switch [BR01a]. system [Bur02, CM07, DWJD04, Hen07, JGB05, MAWW+01]. Systems [Con02b, BR01b, CHC03, Fis01, SFS01].

Taking [RH06]. taxonomy [HMHGK01].

Teaching
[Bis06, CHC03, CH05, Fel05, GS08, Gri02, Shu06, TM08a, BKMY03, BKMY04, BR01b, CR05, DWJD04, GPB+06, HR05, HGST05, Imb04, MS01, YYP01, Sut05]. team [HKS01]. team-distributed [HKS01]. term [Har06]. test [DLO05, Edw03]. test-based [DLO05]. their [Edw03]. theoretical [HMHGK01]. theory [CGG+05].

ThreadMentor [CMS03]. Three
[Kum04a, YYP01]. tool [CMS03, GPG06, GPWD03, SM03, Skr01].

toolkit [DZ02]. tools [SSGS01, YYP01].

Topics [BGA+01, CHC03]. training [GKH07]. tutor [Kum05]. Types [SH08a].

UML [TPQE05]. Uncovering [CV08].

undergraduate [KQ04, Kum04b, Kum04c]. understanding [GDB05]. university [SPS04]. university-level [SPS04].

usability [CR05]. Use [SH08a, SM03]. user [Fag02]. Using [HMHGK01, SPS04, WDSW01, Fis01, Imb04, Kum04a].

values [CV08]. versatile [BA01].

BKMY03, BKMY04, GPWD03. vision [MT07a]. visual [CH05, Con02a].

visualization [CGG+05]. visualizations
[SKT08]. VizClass [GWHK05]. Voices [BSWH05].

Web [ARFILN+01, CHC03, JMRE02, SFS01, SSG01]. Web-based
[SF01, JMRE02, ARFILN+01, SSG01].

WebCoM [SM03]. well [Edw03]. women [BSWH05]. workshop [WP06]. World [YKMB08].

year [SH08b]. years [Kum04a].
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